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^-REPRESENTATION OF SUBDIFFERENTIALS

OF DIRECTIONALLY LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS

ALEJANDRO JOFRE AND LIONEL THIBAULT

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Subdifferentials of convex functions and some regular functions f

are expressed in terms of limiting gradients at points in a given dense subset of

dorn Vf.

Introduction

Using the theorem about the representation of a convex set in terms of its ex-

treme points and extreme directions and considering some specific finite dimen-

sional arguments, R. T. Rockafellar has proved in [10] the following important

result: if /: Rp —► R u {+00} is an l.s.c. convex function with intdom/ / 0,

then

,0)   BfM = clco {lim VM): X, e dorn Vf, *,-*} + «(dorn/; ,)

Vx 6 dorn/,

where df(x) and N(., x) denote the convex subdifferential and normal cone

respectively. Note that in the original definition of generalized gradients for

Lipschitz functions F. H. Clarke [3] considered the limiting gradient set as in

the first term of the second member of (0).

Generalizations of formula (0) with some limiting proximal or Fréchet sub-

gradients in place of limiting gradients are proved by R. T. Rockafellar [13]

for Rp and J. M. Borwein and H. M. Strojwas [1] and J. S. Treiman [15] for

Banach spaces.

Our aim is to extend formula (0) as stated above to convex functions defined

on infinite dimensional spaces and to establish a similar formula for Clarke sub-

differentials of some regular functions. So we shall extend the D-representation

result of R. Correa and A. Jofre [5].
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Our techniques are different from those of R. T. Rockafellar [10] (for convex

functions) and provide a simple proof of relation (0).

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper E will be a real locally convex (Hausdorff) vector

space. For /:£->lu {+00} and f(a) < oo , we shall consider the following

directional derivatives (see [11], [12]):

(a) the Dini directional derivatives

d~f(a ; h) = liminft~\f(a + th) - f(a)\,
r|0

d+f(a ; h) = lim sup t~\f(a + th) - f(a)],
no

(b) the lower Hadamard directional derivative

df(a;h)=    liminf   t'l[f(a + th')-f(a)],
(t,h')-*0+,h)

(c) the Clarke directional derivative

f(a;h)= limsup Cl[f(x + th) - f(x)],
tl0,x—>,a

where x —► fa means x —► a and f(x) —* f(a), and

(d) the Rockafellar directional derivative

f\a;h)=   sup    limsup   inf t~l[f(x + th') - f(x)],
H€yf(h)   tl0x->fa   h'eH

where N(h) denotes the filter of neighborhoods of h .

Recall [11] that f (a; .) is a lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) convex function

and that a considerable simplification in the analysis of / (a ; .) is possible in

the case of a directionally Lipschitz function.

The function / is said to be directionally Lipschitz at a with respect to a

vector h ([11]) if

limsup     f [f(x + th') - f(x)] < 4-00 .
(Z,A')-(0+,A)

x—' fa

If this relation holds for some h , one says that / is directionally Lipschitz at

a.

We shall also consider the Hadamard subdifferential

df(z) = {x* e E* : (x*, h) < df(a ; h), Vh e E}

and the Clarke subdifferential

df(a) = {x* eE*:(x,h)<f(a;h), VA € E).

1.1. Proposition [11]. Let f be directionally Lipschitz at a. Then

(i) f\a; h) = \iminfh,^hf(a; h') for all heE

(ii)  intdom/ (a; .)  is the set of all vectors h   with respect to which f is

directionally Lipschitz.
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2.  ¿»-limiting Hadamard subdifferentials

Throughout this section we assume that /: E —> M u {+00} is lower semi-

continuous (l.s.c.), a e domf and D c dom/ is graphically dense in dom/;

that is, for any x e dom/ there exists a net (x,-)/e/ in D with x(. —► fx . We

also assume d_f(x) ^ 0 for all x e D, and we put

limsup9/(x) : = < w* - limx* : x* e d_f(x.), x. € D -> fa \ .
xeD^fa { ' )

2.1. Lemma. /// is directionally Lipschitz at a and if r denotes the support

function of the set cl co lim sup^^,^ adf(x), then

z-(O) = 0   and   r(h)-\ims\xxis(x; h)       V/z e intdom/ (a; .),
x€D—>fa

where (s(x ; .) denotes the greatest l.s.c convex function majorized by dj(x ; .).

Proof. It is enough to prove that r(h) > q(h) := limsupX(£D^ as(x, h). As-

sume that q(h) / -00 and fix £ > 0.

As / is Lipschitz in the direction h , there exist ß e R, ô > 0, and V e

J<"(0) suchthat

(2) t~l[f(x + th')-f(x)]<ß   Vt€]0,ô],    Vh'eh + V,    Vxea+V,

with \f(x) - f(a)\ < Ô. Choose {x,)t in a + V with |/(x,.) - f(a)\ < S and
q(h) = lim(5(x;; h).

By (2) we may suppose \s(x¡ ; h)\ < 00 for all i. Moreover there exist y eR

and x* e d_f(x¡) such that

(3) y < s(x¡ ; h) - e < (x*, h) for ail i > iQ .

As (x*, h + v) < ß for all v e V (because of (2)) we obtain for all i > iQ

(x* , v) < ß - (x*, h) < ß - y   Viz e V.

So we may suppose (x¡) is bounded and hence we may also suppose that (x*)

w* converges to some x* e E*. By what precedes we have q(h) - e < (x*, h)

and x* e limsup^^ adf(x).

Therefore q(h)-e < r(h) and r(0) = 0 since limsupxeD^ ad.fl.x) / 0 .   D

2.2. Proposition. // / is directionally Lipschitz at a, then

Ö/(fl) = clco(limsupö/(x) ) +/V(dom/T(a; .) ; 0)
\xeD-+fa J

iff
(4) f\a;h)<\imsups(x;h)   V/z e intdom/T(a; .).

xeD—► fa

Proof. Observe that the right member of the above equality is always included

in the left one. Indeed let x* e (limsupv£0^ ad_f(x)) with x* = zz/limx*,

x* <Zdf(Xj) and x, -► m.
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Then we have (x*, h) = limsup((x*, h) < limsup(/ (x( ; h) < j(a; h) for

any h e E . Therefore (x*, h) < liminf^^ f°(a; h') = f\a;h) V/z e E (see

Proposition 1.1), and hence x* e df(a). So for any

z* e clco ( limsup9/(x) I
\xeD^fa J

and any y* e N(domf\a; .) ; 0), we have (z* + y*, h) < f (a; h) V/z e

dom/'(a; .) which ensures that (z* +y*, h) < f\a; h) V/z e E, and hence

z* +y* edf(a).
Let us now prove the condition is sufficient. We may suppose df(a) ^ 0.

If we put U — {0} U int dom / (a ; .), then by Lemma 2.1

f] (a ; h) < r(h) + y/^h)   V/z e E(y/V denotes the indicator function).

Moreover by (4) and Lemma 2.1 we have \r(h)\ < oo V/z e int dom/T (a; .). As

y/u is continuous on intdom f\a; .) we have df\a; .)(0) c dr(0) + dy/,j(0),

which ensures that

df(a) c cl co ( lim sup QJ(x) ) + N(dom f\a;.);0).
\x€D^fa J

The other implication is obvious.   D

3. Clarke subdifferentials in terms of D-limiting gradients

In this section we shall need the concept of strictly directionally Lipschitz

functions.

3.1. Definition. We shall say that a function /: E —> R u {+00} is strictly

directionally Lipschitz at a point a e dom / if / is directionally Lipschitz at

a and if for any vector h with respect to which / is directionally Lipschitz

there exist a > 0, k e R, and V e J^(0) such that

(5)

t \f(x + th')-f(x)]<k   for all x e Vf(a, a), h'eh + V, andze]0,a[,

and such that / is locally Lipschitz over the set VAa, q)+]0 , a](h + V), where

Vf(a,a): = {xeE:xea+V, |/(x) - f(a)\ < a} .

Remark. If / is a convex function which is continuous at some point, then /

is strictly directionally Lipschitz at any point a e dom /. This is the case if /

is l.s.c, F is a Banach space, and intdom/ / 0.   D

3.2. Lemma. Let f: E —► R u {+00} be l.s.c. on E and strictly directionally

Lipschitz at a e dom /. If h eint dom / (a ; .) and if a, k, and V are given

by Definition 3.1, then for any x e VAa, a) and any h' e h + V the function

g: [0, a] —> R defined by g(t) = f(x + th') is continuous.

Proof. As / is locally Lipschitz on VAa, a)+]0, a](h + V) we only need to

prove that g is continuous at 0.   By (5) we have g(t) < g(0) + tk for all
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t e]0, a] which ensures by l.s.c. of / that

WO) < lim inf Wz:) < lim sup git) < WO).   D
no tio

Let us consider now the notion of pseudoregular functions, which seems

more suitable than that of regular functions whenever one deals with the D-

representation of the Clarke subdifferential.

3.3. Definition. Let /: E -* lu {+00} be l.s.c. on E and directionally Lips-

chitz at a. We shall say / is pseudoregular at a if for each h e intdom/ (a; .)

there exist a > 0 and V e yf(0) such that for all x e Vf(a, a), h' e h + V,

and t e]0, a] the restriction on [0, a] of the function s -+ f(x + sh') is

continuous, and

(6) d+f(x + tti;-h') = f(x + th';-h').

Remarks. (1) if / is l.s.c, convex, and continuous at some point, then it is not

difficult to see that / is pseudoregular at any a e dom /.

(2) If / is locally Lipschitz around a, then / is pseudoregular at a iff for

every x in some neighborhood of a one has d+f(x; .) = j(x; .).

(3) Obviously if / is strictly directionally Lipschitz at a, then it is pseu-

doregular at a whenever it is regular at a (i.e. df(x; .) = / (x; .) for all

x in some neighborhood of a). However, the reverse does not hold even for

Lipschitz functions. Indeed for f(x) = xsin[(ln|x|) ' ] we have j(0; h) =

\h\ = d+f(0; h) but d~f(0; h) = -\h\.   o

We can now state the main result of the paper.

3.4. Proposition. Let f: E —* R u {+00} be l.s.c. and let D be a graphically

dense subset of dom / over which f is Hadamard differentiate. If f is strictly

directionally Lipschitz and pseudoregular at a e dom /, then

df(a) = clco{lim V/(x;): x, e D -► fa} + N(domf\a; .) ; 0).

Proof. By Proposition 2.2 it is sufficient to prove that

/T(a;/z)<limsup(V/(x),/z).

Let h e intdom f](a; .) and let a and V satisfy relations (5) and (6). Choose

e > 0. For x e VAa), h' e h + V, and t e]0, a] we have, by Lemma 3.2 and

Dini's mean value theorem (see [8]),

r'[/(x + th') - f{xy\ = r'[(-/)(x + th' - th') - (-f)(x + th')]

<d~(-f)(x + sh';-h'),    with ä €]0, z*[

= -d f(x + sh ; -A ),

and since / is pseudoregular near a we have

d+f(x + sh ; -h ) = limsup d f(x ; -h).
x'—*rx+sh'
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Therefore for such x, h', and t

rl[f(x + th')-f(x)]<-    limsup   (Vf(x),-tí)
x'€D—*fX+sh'

=     liminf   (V/(x'),/z')
x'eD—yfx+sh'

< e + lim sup (Vf(x'), h'),
x'eD-*fx

which completes the proof.    D

Consider now the case of convex functions.

3.5. Corollary. Let f: E —* R u {+00} be l.s.c, convex, and continuous at

some point, and let D be a dense subset of intdom/ over which f is Gateaux

differentiable. Then for any a e dom/ we have

df(a) = clco j lim V/(x,): xje D -> a\ + N(domf; a).

Proof. The function / is strictly directionally Lipschitz at any b e dom / (see

the remark following Definition 3.1). Thus for a nonzero, h e int dom f\b; .);

and some circled open neighborhood V of zero relation (5) and the l.s.c of /

easily imply that the restriction of / on H : - (b + [0; a](h + V)) is continuous

at b . As D n (H\{b}) is dense in H, there are x( e D —> ,b . Therefore D is

graphically dense in dom /.

Moreover, as intdom/T(a; .) =]0, +oo[(intdom/- a) (see [11]) we have

x* e N(domf (a; .); 0) iff (x*, x - a) < 0 Vx e intdom/ and hence iff

x* e N(domf; a). Therefore by Proposition 3.4 we obtain

clco I lim V/(x(): xi €D -* a > + Andorn/; a)

c df(a) = clco|limV/(x/): x,t€ D -* fa \ + iV(dom/; a).

So the proof is complete since the last set is obviously contained in the first

one.   D

The following result has been proved by R. T. Rockafellar [10] when E is

finite dimensional. His method is different and less simple than ours, in the

sense that on the one hand it uses the result of V. L. Klee about the representa-

tion of closed convex sets in terms of extremal points and extremal directions,

and on the other hand it invokes some other finite dimensional arguments.

3.6. Corollary. Let /: F —> R u {+00} be an l.s.c. convex function defined on a

weak Asplund Banach space E with int dom / 7^ 0. Then

df(a) = clco{limV/(x;): x( -* a} + N(domf; a)   Va e dom/.

Proof. As F is a weak Asplund space (see [7]), the set D := dorn V/ is dense

in intdom/ and hence it suffices to apply Corollary 3.5.   D
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Remark. As in [10] Corollary 3.6 can be used to study essentially smooth convex

functions.
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